
 SPARES (regular season) 

 

A. Captains are responsible for securing their own spares. All secured spares must be 

approved by the spare convener who will then confirm and advise the captains of the 

opposing team. No spare may be used in a game unless approved by the spare 

convener. (Exception: A valid spare from the stands can be used to avoid a forfeit. In 

other words, a captain may only pull a valid spare from the stands in order to go from 8 

players to 9 players, thus avoiding a forfeit. In this case only, the spare need only be 

approved by one of the opposing captains). 

 

B. Teams playing with spares must have a maximum of 11 players (including spares). All 

spares must play. 

 

C. If a roster player who was not expected to play appears for the game, the spare that was 

called must play and the roster player who was not expected does not play. 

 

i. Where a team has requested and has been assigned only one spare and the 

spare fails to show up for the game, any roster player not expected to play in that 

game who was part of the spare calculation may enter the game at any time. If 

another roster player expected to be in the game fails to show up and a spare is 

being used, only an additional spare equal to or lower in ranking than the missing 

player may be added before the game or called before the start of the game (see 

point 3 below for clarification). If an injury occurs during the game and a roster 

player included in the spare calculation is present, he may only enter the game if 

his ranking is equal to or lower than the injured player he would be replacing. 

 

ii. Where multiple spares are in use by one team and any spare fails to show up for 

the game, another spare may be called of the same or lower ranking. A roster 

player who was used in the spare calculation can only enter the game if one 

spare fails to show up or there is an injury and where his ranking is equal to or 

lower than the missing spare or injured player. 

 

iii. Where a player fails to show up before the start of the game and the game is 

scheduled to begin, the captains may call the spare conveners first or, if 

unavailable, any executive, and request that they attempt to find an 11th player 

on short notice. 

 

D. Spares are subject to all league rules during games in which they participate.  

 

E. Spares will be selected by the following method:  

i. The player’s category is determined by the draft and or any reclassification done 

by the executive committee 



ii. Spare formula: Sum of rounds picked of all missing players, divided by number of 

missing players. 

 

Example: Missing 6th, 8th, 9th and 12th round picks  

6+8+9+12 = 35  

35/4 = 8.75  

Spare average always rounds down not up. In this case, even though 8.75 

is closer to a 9, the team is entitled to an 8.  

 

Eligible to receive replacement player(s) of average round value of 8. So in this 

case, if a team needs 4 players, they could find four 8's, or two 7's and two 9's, or 

two 6's and two 10's, etc. 

 

iii. No individual spare selection can exceed your highest ranked missing player. 

i.e., if you are missing a 3rd rounder you cannot take a 2nd rounder. 

 

iv. When needing one spare only, captains choosing to select their spare from the 

outside spare list (Sub Zone) may choose a player whose rating is one round 

lower than their calculated spare number (i.e., if an 8 is needed then a 7 may be 

selected). On the other hand, if the captains choose to select their spare from the 

league, they may choose a player whose rating is the same round as the 

calculated spare number (if an 8 is needed then a 8 or higher must be selected). 

v.  

vi. When needing more than one spare the following shall apply: For every spare 

that is selected from the Sub Zone it lowers the total spare calculation by 1. For 

every spare that is selected from the league it raises the total spare calculation 

by 1 

 

Example: Average calculation for missing players = 8  

Two spares are needed  

Total spare calculation then equals 16  

 

Picking the 1st spare from the Sub Zone lowers this number by 1 to 15  

Picking the 2nd spare from the league raises this number by 0 to 15  

 

Picking the 1st spare from the Sub Zone lowers this number by 1 to 15  

Picking the 2nd spare from the Sub Zone lowers this number by 1 to 14  

 

Picking the 1st spare from the league raises this number by 0 to 16  

Picking the 2nd spare from the league raises this number by 0 to 16 

 

 

 



vii. Suspended players are not to be included in any spare calculation. For 

suspended players please refer to Page 17: Part J. 

 

viii. Any player who will miss a minimum of 4 games due to injury must be placed on 

the Disabled List (4GDL). Every effort must be made to find a replacement from 

the Sub-Zone. This player must be from an equal or lower designated round. The 

captains will be responsible for submitting names to the Spare Convenor for his 

approval. Replacement players will be deemed eligible if they are able to play 2 

of the 4 games that he is needed, at which point an in-league player or Sub Zone 

spare must be used for the remaining games. If, after a reasonable effort by the 

captains, no suitable spare can be found from the Sub Zone, an in-league player 

may be used (see viii). After the 4-game threshold has passed (including 

cancelled games), the status of the injured player can be made on a game-by-

game basis. 

 

ix. In-league players used to replace injured players on the 4GDL, can only be used 

ONCE. 

 

Example 1: When a player is placed on the 4GDL and the team has a 2/4 game 

replacement player from the sub zone, they can use in-league players for the 

remaining games (see parameters below). A team cannot use the same in-

league player more than once. They must use different players for the remaining 

games. 

 

Example 2: When an in-league player is used (because no suitable spare can be 

found on the sub zone) to replace a player on the 4GDL for all 4 games, the team 

must use 4 different players (see parameters below).. 

 

In-league (4GDL) replacement players will follow the following guidelines: 

 

 Rounds 1-12 = 1 round lower 

 

 Round 13 = 13th rounder 

 

If the injury goes beyond the 4 games, the replacements will be on a game-by 

game basis but in-league spares cannot be used a second time to replace the 

same player. 

 


